The lastdecade has seen the beginning of what could become amethodological revolution in the fields of Arabic and Islamic Studies with the appearance of large collections of digitized classicalA rabic texts.² The aim of this chapter is to show that open-sourcetools can be developed by researchers to utilize the existing collections of digital texts more comprehensively.Wewillfocus on the possibilities that easy-to-learn but powerful programming languages likeP ython offer for advanced search operations. The authorso ft his chapter use Python for historical research with earlyIslamic texts and have built an open-sourcetextual analysis toolkit,r eleased under the name Jedli. In the second part of this chapter,wewillpresent the basic buildingblocks of the Jedli program, with special focus on its context search function. We hope the ideas presented in this chapter can servea san inspiration for other researchers to build more complex tools for textual analysis.
with the toolsoffered by digital libraries. Moreover,search resultscannot be exported for analysis and visualization in maps or graphs.
It must be added that the text collections also have anumber of problems. In his presentation "Collections of Text vs. Textual Corpora, or What We Have and What We Need" at the Textual Corporaand the Digital Islamic Humanities Workshop in 2014 (October 17-18, Brown University),⁶ Maxim Romanovp ointed out that the currentlya vailable collections of digital texts are ill-suited for computational analysis:they aim at reproducing physical books rather than creatingtruly digital editions of the texts;their scope is limited, often on an ideological basis; the groupingi nto literary genres is inflexible and sometimes unhelpful; and metadata is incompletea nd cannot be updated. We could add that the quality of the digitization is variable and not always based on high-quality editions. Moreover,the critical apparatus and footnotes are not dealt with in aconsistent way.
Even if the collections of books that these digital libraries contain leave much to be desired, they do offer large quantities of digitized texts,i ncluding manyo ft he most important sources for earlyI slamic history.T hese textsc an be exporteda nd converted to af ormat suitable for computational processing, such as .txt files. Once this is done, researchers can overcome the limitations of the tools offered by the above-mentionedd igital libraries by building their own tools in aw ay thats uits their needs.
The authors of this article have usedt he programming languageP ython to build an umber of tools designed to find and retrievei nformationr elevant to our research questions from Arabic texts.P rogramming languages are basically languages designed to communicate instructionst oc omputers (and other machines). Python offers the advantage of being aadynamic language, which means that ap iece of code can be written and tested immediately, allowing for an interactive developmentexperience of trial and errorthat easesthe learning curveconsiderably.Python also contains anumber of modules that are very suitable for textual analysis.
One of these modules that we are goingt ou se extensively in this article is the RE (Regular Expressions) module. Aregular expression is asequence of characters that defines ap attern. This pattern can be usedt os earch, select, and replace sequencesofcharacters in atext.⁷ Forexample, if we want to find the word 'color' in atext,but we do not know whether it is written in AmericanorBritish spelling,wec an use the following regular expression to match bothf orms: colou?r The question mark indicatest hatt he preceding token (i. e., the 'u')m ay or may not be there. Thereforeb oth 'colour' and 'color' will match this pattern.
Jedli'sM ain Functionalities
The authors of this chapter have built adata-mining toolkit for Arabic texts that consists mainlyofthree functions, namelyanindexer,acontext search function, and ahighlighter.Wewill explain how these functions work, providingexamples of how we use them in our own work. We willalso suggest how researchers working on different topics might benefit from using these tools. In the second part of the chapter,wew illf ocus on their technical aspects.
The first tool, the 'Indexer',lists all the pages in which awordappears. It can be usedt os earch for one worda tatime or be fed with aw hole checklist of words, and it can undertaket he search within one or more sources at the same time. Furthermore, it can either return as imple list of pagen umbers, or -for every pagen umber-the surrounding context in which the wordi sf ound.
The main advantage of this function over manuallys earchingf or words in indexes of printed volumes is obviously its time-saving effect:t he more words one needs to looku p, and the more volumes one needst os earch, the more time is saved. The Indexer is alsom orea ccurate than traditionali ndexes. In a test using the index of the Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum,⁸ ac ollection of exemplary editions of Arabic texts,t he Indexer found significantlym ore results per search wordt han the printed index.
Furthermore, this Indexeri sm ore powerful and flexible than anyo ft he inbuilt search tools in the above-mentioneddigital libraries, which all have indexing functionst hat can index aw ordi nm ultiple sources at the samet ime. For one, it allows the user to index not onlyo ne term at at ime,b ut also to feed it ac hecklist of search terms,w hich can be re-useda nd adjusted at anyt ime. This is very convenient,s ince new relevant search terms mayt urn up while Media, )a nd in JanG oyvaerts and Steven Levithan, Regular Expressions Cookbook (Sebastopol, CA: O'ReillyM edia, ).  Michael JandeGoeje, ed., Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum ( vols.: Leiden: Brill, -).
going through the results of the first search; these new search terms can then simplyb ea dded to the checklistf or further indexingo perations. Usingr egular expressions,o ne can restrict the number of results, excludingi nstancest hat are unlikelyt ob er elevant.I fw ea re looking for references to the provinceo f F ā rs, for example, we might want to leave off the 'outcomes list' instances of the nisba 'al-Fārisī' or cases in which the search wordi sp receded by numbers (as the text is more likelyt alking about horsemen, fāris). Moreover,r egular expressions can also be used to define patterns thataccount for different spellings of words.⁹ The Indexer also givest he user full control over the output of the results: it can either return as imple list of pagen umbers or alsoi ncludet he contexts in which the worda ppears.T he user can define how manyc ontext words before and after the search wordare needed in order to determine if aresult is relevant. One could also adapt the Indexert od efine the context based on criteria other than number of words, e. g., punctuation, an umber of lines in ap oem, the beginning and end of ab iographyi nabiographical dictionary,o ra nisnād in ḥadīth works.Inaddition, the Indexersaves the results for further reference, cur-rentlyinanHTMLdocument,but it can easilybeadapted to outputthe results in aformat thatcan be used for further analysis and visualization. Forinstance, the results of asearch could be savedina.csv document,¹⁰ which can then be used to produce agraph so as to visualize how the results are spreadoveraselection of sources in order to spotpatterns.Ifthe search involves toponyms and is combined with ad atabase of coordinates,i tw ould alsob ep ossiblet op roduce a map-based visualization of how different regions of the Islamic Empire are represented in as election of texts.
The second tool we built is the 'Context Search' function. This tool was developedinthe first instance to find information about the governors of our project'sf ivek ey provinces. Then umber of sources thatc an provide information about this is very large,and goingthrough all of themwith the help of the Indexer would stillrequireanenormous amount of time. We wanted to develop an approach thatwould allow us to gather some initial data quicklysowecould start workingo nr esearch hypotheses sooner.  CSVstands for 'comma-separated values';itisacommon file format that is used to store tabular data in plain textform. Each line of the file contains arecord,and each recordhas the same number of fields,s eparated by commas (or other delimiters).
"Find for Me!":B uilding aC ontext-Based Search Tool Using Python
The basic idea behind the Context Searchf unction is thatr elevant information about ac ertain topic can be found if we can figureo ut in which kinds of contexts (as defined by their vocabulary composition) it is likelyt oa ppear. The Context Search function giveso ptions to define contextsb ased on their length (number of words), which terms must appear in them, and even which words should not appeari nt hem.¹¹ These checks are undertaken by feeding the function with checklists of words. It is thereforev ery important to build up these checklists carefullyi no rder not to overlook relevant search results.
How we proceeded in our search for governors will illustrate how this tool can be used. In af irst step, we used the Indexer to looku pa ll contexts in which the name of ap rovincew as mentioned in one source. We then manually selected those search results that werer elated to governors. In an ext step, we analyzed the vocabulary composition of these search resultsa nd identified the 'triggerwords' in these contexts, on the basisofwhich we (consciouslyorunconsciously) had decided thatthe text fragment talks about agovernor. The most effective triggerw ordw as found to be ʿalā in combination with the name of the province(e. g., ʿalā Ifrīqiya, "in charge of Ifrīqiya"). Other triggerwords included wālī,w allā,w ilāya,w aliya, aqarra, ʿazala, ghalaba, fī yad, istakhlafa, ʿāmil,a nd dīwān. These triggerw ords werep ut in ac hecklist, in a. txt document.Wea lso analyzed how close to the name of the provincethese triggerwords werelocated in order to define awordrangethat would limit irrelevant context while not excludingr elevant context.¹² This wordrangeispartlydependent on the verbosity of the author: in the case of the -very concise-Taʾrīkh of Khalīfa b. Khayyāṭ,the most effective wordrangeconsisted of eight words before and after the name of the province. More verbosea uthors such as al-Ṭabarī might requirel argerc ontexts.
The Context Searchfunction first runs the Indexer to find all instancesofthe main search wordinthe text,setting awordrangefor the context.Instead of immediatelyo utputting all the search resultsi nto al ist of pagen umbers and text snippets, as the Indexer does,t he Context Searchh as an intermediary step:i t  Al-Maktaba al-Shamela'sp rogram allows the user to run as earchw ith multiple search words,which can be connected with AND and OR operators. This is helpful, but the basic search unit in al-Maktaba al-Shamela is the page,w hich is not the most meaningful unit for textual analysis:o nt he one hand, the searchw ordsm ight be spread over moret han one page,i n which case our multiple-wordsearchwould not scoreahit; and on the other hand, apagecontains up to , characters,which means that it is very possible that the search words, even if they areo nt he same page,d on ot belongt ot he same context.  The Context Searchc ould also be adaptedtouse other types of context range, as described above.
checks whether one or more of the triggerw ords from our checklist appears in the context.Regular expressions can again be usedtoaccount for different spellingsofboththe main search wordand the triggerwords and to allow for specific prefixes and suffixes to appear attached to these words but not to other characters.I fat riggerw orda ppears in the context,the resulti sp ut in the list of final outcomes; if none of the triggerwords appear in the context,the resultcould be put into as eparate list of 'probablyi rrelevant contexts' or immediatelydiscarded. This is an interactive process; carefullyc hecking the outputr esults for irrelevant contexts in the 'relevant' list (and vice versa), and tweakingt he checklist and the wordr angea ccordingly, will lead to ever better results.
One could alsoa dd another checklist of words that signal ac ontext that is very unlikelyt ob er elevant.I fw eu se the Context Searchf unction to look for governors of Fārs, for example, we can put expressions such as alf fāris, miʾat fāris,etc. (which refer to cavalry and not to the province) into this list.The Context Search function could then send contexts in which words from this list occur to the irrelevant results list,i fn oo ther mention of Fārs is made in the same context.¹³ Finally, the Context Search function can also be adapted so it can be fed with ac hecklist of main search words instead of onlyone main search word. Fore xample,inthe case of our own research, thatchecklist might include the names of the five key provinces of our project (Ifrīqiya, al-Shām, al-Jazīra,Fārs, and Khurāsān). The function would then search for information about the governors of all of these provinces at the same time.
The Context Searchf unction is suitable for spotting passages in the sources that potentiallyc ontain information about certain topics,s ol ong as these passages can be defined by the presenceo fs pecific vocabulary.I tc ould, for example, be used to find information about the prices of certain products in anumber of sources. In this case, the main search wordmight be the term dīnār or achecklist of main words that contains an umber of currencyu nits, including dirham, qīrāṭ,a nd others, togetherw ith theirp luralf orms. Another checklist might contain al ist of products whose pricesw ew ant to know,s uch as ḥinṭa, shaʿīr,o r khubz.
The third function of the Jedli toolkit,the 'Highlighter',m arks search words in atext with auser-specified background color.Ifwewant different words to be highlighted in different colors,wecan feed the Highlighter with different listsof  Morechecklists could be added, each with different rules for discardingand includingcontexts. The checklist mentioned in this paragraph'se xample acts on the main searchw ord; we could, for example, build athirdchecklist that interacts with the triggerwords of the first checklist.
words and apply adifferent color to each one of them. As with the Indexer,regular expressions can be usedt or educet he number of irrelevant results. This function is useful when we want to read through aw hole text but pays pecial attention to those passages thatcontain anumber of keywords that are particularlyr elevant for our research.
The Highlighter was designed to mark toponyms belongingt ot he five key provinces of our project in the sources. Each researcher compiled alist of places in theirprovince. These lists werefed to the program, which then produced documents of the sources in which the selected words werehighlighted. In the caseof toponyms that can applytodifferent places of the Islamic Empire (e. g., al-Sūsin the Maghrib and in Khūzistān) or could figure in some contextsa ss omething other thanatoponym (e. g.,F ā rs and fāris), they werem oved to as econd list that was highlighted in ad ifferent color within the text.Athird list wasa lso made,which contains words thato ftena ppear in conjunction with words from the second list in contextswheret hese words are not the toponyms in the province we are looking for (e. g., Khūzistānf or al-Sūs, and alf, miʾa,e tc. for fāris). This is ap rocess of trial and error: once the Highlighter is run on at ext,i rrelevant contextsc an be spotted in which as pecific wordi sm arked. Thiswordc an then be moved to the second checklist and these specific contexts analyzedt o see whether there are words connected to the search wordthat signal the context is irrelevant.These signal words can then be added to the third checklist.The resulti st hato ne can scroll through at ext and identify relevant passages in the blink of an eye, based on the color-coding.
The Highlighter can of course be usedt oh ighlight words other than toponyms. It is useful in manyo ft he samec ases as the Context Search function, but it can also be usedt oh ighlight structural elements of the text in order to make it easierf or the reader to navigate the text.I nachronicle, for instance, one could highlight expressions that refert oy ears or dates in general; one could alsohighlight words that frequentlyappear in isnāds(e. g., ḥaddatha, akhbara)s ot hato ne immediatelys eesw hereanew ḥadīth/khabar starts.
The outputo ft he Highlighter function is an HTML document thatc an be openedw ith anyb rowser.The Highlighter inserts tagsa round the words to be highlighted, which the browser translates into color.A sa na dditional feature, the program can attach aspecial symbol (e. g., '$')toevery wordfrom the checklists. Thiss ymboli sn ot visible in the text,¹⁴ but it can be searched for,which facilitates reachingt hoset ext passages that contain highlighted words. Google  In the source codeo fthe HTML document, the symbols areenclosed by tags with the <hid-den> attributet op revent it fromd isplayingi nt he browser.
Chrome has auseful feature that can be usedinconjunction with the Highlighter: when conducting as earch with Chrome'sb uilt-in search function (Ctrl +F ), the browser indicates the locationo fe very search resulti nt he document with asmall yellow mark in the scrollbar to the right of the screen. If the hiddensymbol is searched for,a ll sections of the document thatcontain highlighted words will be indicatedi nt he scrollbar. The tools we have described abovehavebeen made available to researchers in the Jedli toolkit.This toolkit has been released in twof orms: one is as et of simple Python scripts that researchers can easilyadapt to theirown needs by adjustingthe code. The other form of Jedli is designed for researchers who are not (yet) willingt oi nteract with programming languages and scripts, but stillw ant to use the powerful search capabilities of Jedli. Itsgraphical user interface,¹⁵ with its buttons and input fields (see figures 9.1and 9.2),looks like anyother desktop program and does not confront the user with its underlying scripts. On the downside, the program with graphical user interfaces is more difficult to modify and tune to the specific needs of other researchers.
The remainder of this article is intended as an introduction to some of the possibilities that Python and regular expressions offer for the development of tools for textual analysis.Itwill take the guise of atutorial on how to build simplified versions of the Indexer and Context Search functions described above. It is not intended as af ull-blown introduction to Python,¹⁶ but will build up the argument from very simple operations and explain all pieces of codei naway that should be understandable for people without previous programming experience. All the code examples in this article are available online (https://github. com/jedlitools/find-for-me).
 The graphical interface of the Jedli toolkit is implemented using the tkinter library,which forms part of the standardp ackageo fP ython. In order to learn morea bout this library and how to use it,see the followingbooks:Mark Lutz, Programming Python (Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly Media, ), -;B haskarC haudhary, Tkinter GUIA pplication Development (Birmingham: Packt Publishing, ).  Fort his,s ee anyo ft he references mentioned by the Python Foundation at https://wiki.py thon.org/moin/IntroductoryBooks (modifiedMay , )asgood startingpoints for learning the language. Especiallyr ecommended is Mark Lutz, Learning Python (Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly Media, ). 
Basic Python Operations
In order to use Python, it needstobeinstalledonthe computer.¹⁷ Once Python is installed,wec an start using it by clickingt he icon of Python'si nteractive interpreter,called IDLE, in the Start menu. IDLE functions basically like atext editor that assists in writing code. ¹⁸ Once we open IDLE, we have to create an ew Python file by pressingC trl+n (or using the menu: File >New File)and save it in anew folder.Inorder to make thingse asier, we advise placing all the Python files and the texts that we are going to analyze with them in the same folder.¹⁹ Forthe examples in this article, we will use two texts:a l-Balādhurī's Futūḥ al-buldān and Khalīfa b. Khayyāṭ's Taʾrīkh,which can be downloaded to the recentlycreated folder from the following website: https://github.com/jedlitools/find-for-me. Other texts can also be used for experimentation.²⁰
The first stepinanalyzingatext is 'opening' the text file, i. e., loading it into memory so that it is accessible to the program for processing.Usingt he "balad-huri_futuh.txt" file as an example, we can open the file with this line of code:
Code sample 1: ex1_basic_funcs.py text =o pen ('baladhuri_futuh.txt', mode='r', encoding='utf-8') .read () In this case, we assign the full text of the Futūḥ to avariable named text,using the =sign. Variables are basically emptymemory containers in which values can be stored. Once avalue is assigned to avariable in aPython file, we can referto this variable at anyp oint within the same file. This means that,a sl ong as we keep working within this same Python file, anyt ime we use the variable  Fort he Windows operatings ystem, the installation packagec an be downloaded from the followingU RL: https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-/. Python comesp reinstalled on the Mac OS and most Linux distributions.H owever,i tm ust be notedt hat in this article we use Python ..I nc ase the readerh as an older version, we advise updatingi ts ot he codet hat we will present herei sf ullyc ompatible. Form oreo nh ow to install Python, see the webpageo ft he Python Foundation or Lutz, Learning Python,  ff.  Form oreo nI DLE, see Lutz, Learning Python,  ff.  If the .txt files areinadifferent folder,the directory path wherethe .txt files reside has to be specified so the program can find them.  Additional texts can be downloaded from al-Maktaba al-Shamela in .epub format (byclicking on the mobile phone icon). This format must then be convertedt o. txt format usingaconverter such as Calibreo rt he convertert hat is distributed with the Jedli toolkit.
text,wewill be referringtothe Futūḥ of al-Balādhurī.²¹ We can name variables in almosta ny wayw ew ant;²² we could, for example, have opted also for baladhuri, futuh,o rsource instead of text. open() is abuilt-in Python function that requires at least one argument (the name of the file we want to open, in this case 'baladhuri_futuh.txt')and admits a number of flags(optional parameters). Arguments and flagsare written between the parentheses and separated by commas.The two flagst hat are of interest for us here are the mode and the encoding flags. With the mode flag,wes pecify whether we want to open the file for 'reading' (r -the function is set to this by default) or for 'writing' (w).²³ The encoding flag is of fundamental importance when workingw ith non-English texts, since it specifies which protocol the function must use to interpret the characters in the text.I nt his case, we use the Unicode protocol utf-8.N ote that the filename and the flagsa re all enclosed between quotes;single or double quotes (''or "")can be used for this.
The .read() at the end of the line is amethod of open();itspecifies that the program should load the text from the text file in memory as astring object, i. e., as one continuous sequence of characters.A ny changet he program makes to the text loadedinto the memory willnot affect the original text in the .txt file, since we are onlyw orkingw ith ar epresentation of it loadedi nt he memory of our computer.
Now the text is available for anykind of analysis we want to perform. To get an idea of what the text looks like, we can print it.Printing the entire text could overload the interpreter,s ow ew ill print onlya' slice' of the text: This will print the first 500 characters of the text.Inorder to run the code, hit the F5 button. IDLE will ask to save the changes made in the file first;after clicking  This also means that if we open anew Python file and want to work with the same text, we have to load it in memory and assign it to avariableagain, as we did here.Thereismoretothis topic than we can cover here;f or moreinformation on how variables work in Python, see Lutz, Learning Python,  ff.  Onlyalphanumeric characters (numbers and letters) areallowed in the name of the variable. No spaces area llowed (use underscore instead). By convention, we writev ariablen ames in lower case; variable names should not be preceded or followed by underscores.  It also allows for some additional options that do not concern us here.S ee Lutz, Learning Python,  ff and the Python documentation at ".B uilt-in Functions,o pen," last modified May , ,a vailable at: https://docs.python.org/./library/functions.html#open. OK, an ew window (called the 'shell')w ill pop up, and the text will be printed there.
We use square brackets behindt he variable to refer to the position of the characters thatwewant to print in the text.This is called slicing.Square brackets can alsobeusedtoselectone single character of the text (e. g., text[0] would print the first character of the text); this is called indexing.²⁴
Another simple text operation is calculating how many characters it contains; we can do this with this line of code:
Code sample 3: ex2_basic_funcs.py print(len(text)) PressingF 5, we can see that our text contains 723,413c haracters.H erew eh ave used the len() function, which counts how manyelements an object contains.
BasicS earch
To check how often awordappears in the text,orwhere, we have to import the re (Regular Expressions) module. Importing this module in Python is as easy as typing:
Code sample 4: ex3_basic_search.py import re
Importing modules is usuallyd one in the very first lines of the code. Likev ariables,once we import amodule in aPython file, it remains available as long as we keep workingwithin the same file. If we want to use this module in ad ifferent Python file, we must make the import statement at the very beginning of our code. Here, we will be using the function findall() from the re module, which searches for all the string sequencesinthe text that conform to adefined pattern. In order to ensure thatPython can find the function findall() in the module re,weh avet ow rite re.findall():
 Index and slicenotation in Python always starts with .That is, the first element of astring or list (or anyother indexable object) is ,not .Onthe other hand, the last index number in a slice referstothe character beforewhich the slicewill be cut off: in our example [:], the last character of the slice will be character no. ,i.e., the  th character,since we start counting from . We storet he outcome of theo peration in thev ariable results.The findall() function takes twoa rguments: the first is the pattern we are searchingf or,a nd the second is the string in which the function should find this pattern. In our case, the pattern is the literal string " ‫ﺍ‬ ‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﺒ‬ ‫ﺼ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﺓ‬ ". The resulto fh itting F5 is al ist of every wordt hat matches the pattern we have set.N otice that lists in Python are always symbolized by square brackets, and thatsince our list is alist of strings, every instance in the list is enclosed in quotes.Inthis case, because our pattern was unambiguous, we end up with alist of repetitions of the search word, one repetition for every time it is present in the text.This is arguablynot extremelyhelpful in this form, but we will presentlysee how we can use the findall() function in more meaningful ways.Wec ould, for example, count how many times the wordi sm entioned using the len() function thatw ea lreadye ncountered before:
Code sample 6: ex4_basic_search.py print(len(results)) This will print the number of times the search wordismentioned in the text.The power of regular expressions shows better when we build less 'literal' patterns, that is, when we use special symbols to build patterns in am ore abstract way. Fore xample, the symbol \w stands for any 'wordc haracter',which means any letter or digit (so-called alphanumerical characters). Thisa llows us to build a rough regular expression to count all the words in the text:²⁵ Code sample 7: ex5_list_of_words.py list_of_words =r e.findall(r'\w+', text) print(len(list_of_words))
In regular expressions,the backslash is used to escape (i. e., overrule) the default meaning of ac haracter and give it ad ifferent meaning. In the piece of code above, the backslash escapes the literal meaning of the letter w,a nd \w refers to anya lphanumeric character.S omec haracters have as pecial meaningi nr eg- Notet hat the codes amples in this chapter build on the previous code. If the reader keeps workingw ithin the same Python file, this should not be ap roblem. If an ew Python file is opened, it is necessary to import the re module in the first line of the code and to assign the Futūḥ of al-Balādhurī to the variable text again. ular expressions by default.For example, adot always stands for 'anycharacter'; in this case, the backslash escapes this meaning,s ot hat\ .r efers to af ull stop. This use of the backslash mayconfuse the Python interpreter.Itistherefore highly recommended to write an r before all regular expressionst hat include backslashes; this signals to Python to interpret the string as rawliterals and removes anyc onfusion over the backslashes.²⁶
The plus sign signifies one or more repetitions of the preceding token; in our case, it willm atch any 'wordc haracter' until it reachesan on-word-character, which could be as pace, al ine break, or ap unctuation mark, for instance. There are betterw ayst oc ount words in at ext,²⁷ but this is good enough for a first experimental approach. Our outcome is 179,788w ords.
In order to getanimpression of how Python identifieswords in the text with the \w regular expression, we could print a 'slice' of the list of words, for example the first 50 words: We have again used slice notation (see code sample 2),i nt his caseapplied to a list.Note thatonthis occasion, we used the notation [:50], which is identical to [0:50]. We can transform this list into aset,which is another Python object similar to the list,but which contains onlyone instance of every element(that is, it eliminates duplicates), and it does not storei ts elements in anyp articular order.I tc ould servea sarougha pproximation to know how manyu nique words the text contains (taking into account all the warnings giveni nf ootnote 27 about the inaccuracy of the approach taken here for wordc ounting). We do this with these two lines of code:
Code sample 9: ex7_unique_words.py unique_words =s et(list_of_words) print(len(unique_words))  See the Python documentation on "Regular expression operations" on this phenomenon (https://docs.python.org/./library/re.html). On raws trings,s ee Lutz, Learning Python, -.  Because the \w regular expression matches anya lphanumerical character,i nt his case, we also count numbers as words. Notealso that this functiondoes not identify prefixes that are attached to words (such as the conjunction wa-) as separate words.For amoreaccurateapproach, use the tokenizer that is distributed with the Natural LanguageT oolkit (NLTK), as discussed below.
Our outcome is 19,781.
Formanyresearch topics,keywords can be identified thatallow us to select relevant passages in primary sources. Counting how frequentlys uch words appear in at ext can be useful at the beginning of ar esearch project,w hen we want to selectt hoset exts that can potentiallyp rovide more information about the topic we want to study. Au seful function in this context would be one that tells us how frequentlyaworda ppears in at ext.T he following lines of code do exactlyt hat: The first thing we do in this piece of code is to assign the string ‫ﻓ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﺿ‬ ‫ﺔ‬ to the variable word. Then we use this variable in the findall() function, in order to search for ‫ﻓ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﺿ‬ ‫ﺔ‬ in al-Balādhurī's Futūḥ,w hich is assigned to the variable text.Wealsouse the len() function to count how manyoutcomes the search returns,a nd we storet his value in the variable freq_word.I no rder to output the resultst ot he Python shell, we use the print statement,which in this case uses the +s ign to concatenate sequenceso fs trings, includingt he string ‫ﻓ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﺿ‬ ‫ﺔ‬ , which is stored in the variable word. Notice that the len() function always returns an integer (a data type different from string), so in order to be able to concatenatet he value of the variable freq_word with the other stringsi nt he print statement,w ef irst need to convert it from integer to string,f or which we use the function str().
We can transformthis codeinto afunction so we can re-use it at alater point in the file. The following piece of code shows how to do it:²⁸ Code sample 11: ex9_word_counter.py def word_counter(search_word, search_text):
freq_word =l en(re.findall(search_word, search_text))
 In IDLE, lines can be indented with the command Ctrl +] .
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Bereitgestellt von | De Gruyter / TCS Angemeldet Heruntergeladen am | 31.08.17 10:51 freq_word =s tr(freq_word) print(search_word +'appears '+freq_word+'t imes in this text ') Functions are defined in Python with the def ('define function')s tatement, which must be followed by the name we want to give our function as well as parentheses and ac olon. The parentheses can be empty,o rt hey can contain the arguments needed for the function to work properly. In this case, the arguments are two variables, which we called search_word and search_text. These variables are then usedi nt he bodyo ft he function: search_word will be the search pattern in the findall() function, and search_text will be the string to be searched in that samef unction. The actual names of the variables are not important, as long as we keep the same namesinthe bodyofthe function when we refert ot hem. Now we can start using ('calling')t his function whenever we need it: As can be seen in this example,we'call' thefunctionbywriting its name andspecifyingthe variables of the function. Note thatthe variables in the functioncall follow the sameo rder as the variablesi nt he functiond efinition: search_word will be ‫ﻓ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﺿ‬ ‫ﺔ‬ in the first functionc all and ‫ﺍ‬ ‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﺒ‬ ‫ﺼ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﺓ‬ in the second; search_text will be the text variable to which we assigned abovea l-Balādhurī's Futūḥ al-Buldān.
Generating an Index
With all of these concepts and tools under our belt,weare now readytoextend the capabilities of these functions so they tell us alsowhereexactlythe wordappears in the text-that is, we can build as imple index generator.
In order to generate an index, we need to find the wordo re xpression we search for and the pagereference. The findall() function from the re module that we have alreadyencountered will serveo ur purposes for this task well. We have alreadys een how to find aw ordi nadocument using that function. The tricky part in this case is figuring out how to find botht he worda nd its related pagen umber in as ingle search.
If we have alook at the .txt document,²⁹ we will see that the pagination follows av ery clear pattern, which looks like this:
This pattern is followed throughout the document,and thereforewecan describe it in ar egular expression: we first have the Arabic wordf or volume ( ‫ﺍ‬ ‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﺠ‬ ‫ﺰ‬ ‫ﺀ‬ ), followed by ac olon, aw hites pace, one or more digits that represent the volume number,a nother whites pace, ab roken bar,a nother whites pace, the Arabic wordfor page( ‫ﺍ‬ ‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﺼ‬ ‫ﻔ‬ ‫ﺤ‬ ‫ﺔ‬ ), colon, again awhitespace, and finally one or more digits that represent the pagenumber.Digits are symbolized in regular expressions by \d,and as we have alreadyseen, the +sign can be used to indicate ar epetition of the same token. If we want to express 'one or more digits',w ew rite \d+.
If we try to write this regular expression, we willrun into aproblem with the IDLE editor,because mixing (right-to-left) Arabic and (left-to-right) Latin characters in the code will mess up its display, renderingi tu nreadable:
One solution to deal with this is to assign the Arabic letters to variables and substitute them in the regular expression, using the +o perator to concatenate the strings, as we have seen before: Now thatw ek now how to find pagen umbers and how to search for words, we need to find away to connect these two elements. We can do this by includingin our regular expression our search word, the page_regex, and all the characters in between. Such ar egular expression would look like this: search_regex =w ord+r'.+?' +p age_regex
As we have seen above, the dot is aspecial character thatmatches anycharacter. The question mark tells the regular expression not to be greedy,that is, to stop at  We recommend using the text editor EditPad Pro (http://www.editpadpro.com/, onlya vailable for Windows) for this, sinceitcan handle large .txt documents better than other text editors. the first match of the page_regex it encounters. With this regular expression, the result of our search would be ab lock of text that starts with the search worda nd ends with the pagen umbero ft he pageo nw hich the search word was found. However,what we reallywant in the final resultisjustthe pagenumber.Toa chieve this, we add parentheses around the elements of the regular expression we are interested in, which will ensure that onlythose elements will be included in the list of results producedb yt he findall() function. Because these parentheses 'capture' the elements they contain, they are called capturing groups in regular expressions.The resulting function would look like this: As we have seen before, regular expressionsinPython are always strings, and we can concatenate stringsbyusing +signs.Note thatthe brackets of the capturing group need to be put between pairs of quotes,because they are part of the search regex (short for regular expression) string;the variables need to be outside of the quotes,h owever,b ecause otherwise Python willc onsider them literal strings.
This functioncontains two new elements that need ashort explanation: the first is the use of the flag re.DOTALL in the findall() function. We said before that the dot in ar egular expression matches anyc haracter,b ut in fact,i t matches anycharacter except anewline, which is represented by the \n character in as tring.I fw ei nclude the flag re.DOTALL in the findall() function, the dot willm atch anything,i ncluding the newline character.T he second is the return command. Contrary to the print statement,which outputs the result of the function directlyt ot he Python shell, the return command returns the result of the function (in this case, the list pagination), so we can assign it to avariable and use it later in our code. We can now call our new functionadding between its parentheses the two arguments it needs: the search wordand the referencet oo ur text-and print the outcomes:
Code sample 16: ex11_index_generator.py index =i ndex_generator(' ‫ﻓ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﺿ‬ ‫ﺔ‬
', text) print(index) "Find forM e!":B uilding aC ontext-Based Search Tool Using Python Fort he word furḍa,t he index_generator() will return the following outcome: ['286 : ‫ﺍ‬  ‫ﻟ‬  ‫ﺼ‬  ‫ﻔ‬  ‫ﺤ‬  ‫ﺔ‬  ¦1:  ‫ﺍ‬  ‫ﻟ‬  ‫ﺠ‬  ‫ﺰ‬  ‫ﺀ‬ ', ' 333:  ‫ﺍ‬  ‫ﻟ‬  ‫ﺼ‬  ‫ﻔ‬  ‫ﺤ‬  ‫ﺔ‬  ¦1 :
In case the wordweare looking for appears very frequentlyinthe text,the list of results will look cluttered. It would be better if we printed every search resulton an ew line. This is easilyd one with the following piece of code:
Code sample 17: ex12_index_generator.py index =i ndex_generator(' ‫ﻓ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﺿ‬ ‫ﺔ‬
', text) for page in index: print(page)
Here, we use a for loop. In a for loop, the header line of the for statement ends with ac olon, and the line(s)t hat belong to its scope are indented. Note that we use page here as av ariable to refert oe very elementi nt he index list, but we could have giventhis variable anyother name. We can read the statement as: 'print every element in index'.This is the resultifwerun the index_generator() now: Loops are very powerful and allow us to make our indexf unctionm uch more useful in an umbero fw ays. Fore xample, they allow us to search for several words at the same time: This will make an index for every wordinthe list search_words. We can take this approach astep further.Instead of using alist of search words defined within our Python code, we could write the words we want to search for in aseparate file, e. g., a. txt file. This would be especiallyc onvenienti fw ew eret oh andle a large list of words. Such afile can be accessed by Python with the open() function we used before (seec ode sample 1) and its list of words assigned to av ar-iable. Fort his, we have to open at ext editor and write every search wordo na new line (withoutl eaving empty lines between them). Then we save the file in the folderw ith our sourcef ile (in our case, the al-Balādhurī text file), making sure we give the file a. txt extension (which is the default in at ext editor).³⁰ We name this document "checklist.txt." The following lines of code show how to access the checklist and build an index of its words:
Code sample 19: ex14_index_checklist.py search_words=open ('checklist.txt', mode='r', encoding='utf-8-sig') .read().splitlines() for word in search_words:
index =i ndex_generator(word, text) print(word) for page in index:
The open() function loads the entire document as one string into memory.The encodingname in this case is 'utf-8-sig',which is here necessary in order to drop ab yte order marker sequence that would otherwise appear attachedt ot he first wordi nt he list.³¹ Notice the splitlines() method added at the end of the open() function. This method builds al ist in which each line of the original document is an individual element.S ince we wrote every search wordo na new line, each search wordfrom our checklist document is now stored as aseparate element in the search_words list. We can go even further: instead of indexing these search words in one text at atime, we could index them in acollection of texts stored in aspecific directory or folder. Fort his, we first need to create as ub-directory within the directory in which we work and storeinitall the sources in .txt format that we want to index. We call this directory 'sources'.The following code showshow to build an index of all the words contained in the checklist.txt file for each of the texts stored in the sources directory:
Code sample 20: ex15_index_directory.py import os search_words=open ('checklist.txt', mode='r', encoding='utf-8' In this piece of code we importanew module, called os ('operatings ystem'), which contains af unction named listdir(). This function buildsalist of all the file names in the directory specifieda sa na rgument for the function, in our case sources. Fore very file in the list,wef irst load the text into memory,then printthe name of the file, and finallyindex each of the words from the checklist.txt file (assigned to the variable search_words)inthat text.Then the program moves on to the next file in the folder,u ntil it reachest he last file.
Enhanced Search ³²
One problem with searchingA rabict exts is that they include diacritics, such as vowels, shaddas, and the like, in an unpredictable way. Since these diacritics are represented by separate characters in the text,t heir presencec an sabotage our searches.The easiest waytodeal with this problem, if we are not specificallyinterested in the vowels,istotemporarilyremoveall of them from the text loaded in memory.W ec an do this by using the sub() function from the re module, which allows us to replace one string with another.I no ur case, we will replace all the diacritics with empty strings( whicha re coded in Python by ap air of quotes with nothing in between):
Code sample 21: ex16_denoise.py denoised_text =r e.sub(r"ᴏ َ |ᴏ ً |ᴏ ُ |ᴏ ٌ |ᴏ ِ |ᴏ ٍ |ᴏ ْ |ᴏ ّ ‫,"ـ|‬ "", text)
In addition to the diacritics,wealso included the kashīda character.³³ As can be seen, all diacritics are separatedbythe pipe (|)symbol, which in regular expressions signifies the or operator.R emoving the diacritics from the text makes  The discussion that follows draws heavilyo nr egular expressions-relatedc oncepts.F or further clarification on anyo ft hese concepts, see the references mentioned in note .  The kashīda is the character used to elongate (taṭwīl)A rabic characters,e . and so forth, because these words also contain the string ‫ﺣ‬ ‫ﻜ‬ ‫ﻢ‬ . In order to limit our search resultsonlytothe words we are interested in, we need to use more complex regular expressions.F or example, if we onlyw anted all instancesf or the word ‫ﺣ‬ ‫ﻜ‬ ‫ﻢ‬ ,wec ould use the expression \b,which identifies boundaries around the word. The expression \b ‫ﺣ‬ ‫ﻜ‬ ‫ﻢ‬ \b implies that no alphanumeric character can precede the ḥāʾ or follow the mīm. As previouslys tated, when we write regular expressions that contain special characters,w eh avet o write an r before the opening quotes of the regex string,l ike this:
Code sample 22: ex17_word_boundaries.py word=r"\b ‫ﺣ‬ ‫ﻜ‬ ‫ﻢ‬ \b" word_counter (word,t ext) This returns only10results. However,inArabic, anumber of prefixes and suffixes can be attachedt oawordw ithout actuallya ltering its meaning,s ow em ay want to include in our list of results all instances of the wordwith those affixes. Forinstance, if we also want to include the wordwhen it is preceded by the conjunction wa-, we can use this regular expression: \b‫?ﻭ‬ ‫ﺣ‬ ‫ﻜ‬ ‫ﻢ‬ \b.I twill first look for awordboundary, then zero or one occurrences of a wāw,then the string ‫ﺣ‬ ‫ﻜ‬ ‫ﻢ‬ ,and finallyanother wordboundary.The question mark after the wāw serves to make the conjunction optional, that is, to search for the wordboth with and without it. If we run the word_counter() function with this new regular expression,we obtain 12 results( ex18_prefixes_conjunctions.py).
If we also wanted to include the prefix fa-, we can use the pipe (|)character, which symbolizes the or operator,between the prefixes: ‫ﻭ‬ | ‫ﻑ‬ .Tomake the presence of the prefixes optional, we will need to group them between parentheses, followed by the question mark: ( ‫ﻭ‬ | ‫ﻑ‬ )?.A sw eh aves een before, however,t he parentheses formacapturinggroup, which means that onlythe elements within text=o pen ('khalifa_tarikh.txt', mode="r", encoding="utf-8") .read() text=re.sub(r"ᴏ َ |ᴏ ً |ᴏ ُ |ᴏ ٌ |ᴏ ِ |ᴏ ٍ |ᴏ ْ |ᴏ ّ ‫,"ـ|‬ "", text)
This piece of codenicelyillustrates how avariable works like an emptybox.Assigningthe open() statement to the variable text,weput Khalīfa'stext into the box; then we take it out of the boxt or emovea ll vowels with the sub() operation and put the modified version back into the same text box.
The next thing we need is to write afunctionthat returns alist of words from the governors_checklist.txt file. Notice thatweuse here the return command instead of the print statement, as we did in code sample 15.N ow we have to find away to connect each of the terms from the checklistw ith the name of the provincew ea re interestedi n. In order to facilitate this task, we willsearch first for all contextsinwhich the name of aregion appears,and then check whether in thosecontexts we can find one of the words from the checklist.But first,wehavetofigure out how long the context should be-that is, how manyw ords around the name of the regionw es hould retrievef rom the text to make sure that government-related words are going to appear in it,i nt hose cases in which the chronicler is giving information about the governors of the region.
In our analysis of Khalīfa'stext,wefound thatthe optimal context length for this consists of eight words on boths ides of the search word( the name of the region in this case). In order to define words, we will use ar egular expression with apair of special characters: \s and \S. The formerrefers to anywhitespace character (space, tab, etc.), the latter to anyc haracter thati sn ot aw hitespace (which will includen ot onlyw ordc haracters,but also line breaks, punctuation marks, and the like). Essentially, we are defining words here as sequencesofone or more non-whitespaces followed by one or more whitespaces.³⁸ The following  Notet hat this assumptionw ould not be valid for linguistic analysis, because the definition of 'word' that we use herealso includes punctuation marks and other non-alpha-numeric characters.
We use the search_words() function we defined abovet oa ssign the list of words related to governors to the variable gov_words. Then we use the regular expression we defined before in code sample 28 to identify all the contextsi n which the name of the region appears. We storet he outcomes of our search in the variable results. Then we create an empty list,n amed outcomes, which we will presentlyu se to storet he final results of our function. After that,w ec heckf or each of the passages in the results list to see whether they contain anyo ft he triggerw ords³⁹ from the gov_words list.F or this, we have to use two for loops-one to step through all the passages stored in the variable contexts, and another to iterate through each of the words in the gov_words list; an if statement checks if the condition is met.⁴⁰ If the findall() function finds at least one instance of at riggerw ordi nt he passage, we use the index_generator() function we defined in code sample 15 to find its pagen umber.W et hen use the append() methodt oa dd to the outcomes list at uple⁴¹ that contains two elements: the passagei tself and the pagen umber. In case ap assagec ontains more than one of the words from the gov_words list,i tw ould be added to the outcomes list once for every word, because the if statement is performedf or each wordi nt he gov_words list. In order to avoid this,w eu se a break statement,w hich will stop the for loop that steps through the gov_words list as soon as the condition is met once and the passageh as been added to the outcomes list.
In order to call the context_search() function, we have to add the required arguments between the parentheses:t he name of the region (in our case, the regex formerlyd efined and stored in the variable region)a nd the name of the file containing the list of words related to governors. The function will return the variable outcomes, which must be stored in another variable (here governors)s ow ec an print the results:
Code sample 31: ex28_context_search.py governors =c ontext_search(region, 'governors_checklist.txt')  We use the regular expressions for the prefixes (pre_all)a nd suffixes (su_all)t hat we developed earlier to include possible combinations of affixes that can appear around the trigger words.  On the 'if' statement,s ee Lutz, Learning Python,  ff.  At uple can be described as al ist that is locked: it is immutable; its elementsc annot be changed. Contrary to alist,which is enclosed in squarebrackets, atuple is always between parentheses.
If we printthe variable governors, we willget alist of all the tuples containing the relevant passages and their pagen umbers thatt he function has returned. This outputisnot very readable. In order to produce amore user-friendlyformatting,wec an print these values in the following way:
Code sample 32: ex29_context_search.py e=1 for s, pi ng overnors:
print(e, "\n", s, "\n", p, "\n\n") e=e+1
We use afor loop to step through each of the tuplescontained in the list returned by the context_search() function. We assign variables for each of the two elements in the tuple (s for the passage, p for the page) and print these separately,putting line breaks (\n)inbetween. Thisiscalled value unpacking, and it allows us to handle separatelyt he elements contained in at uple.⁴² We can also number the results by introducing anew variable, e,towhich we initiallyassign the value 1, and increment its value by another unit for every step in the loop. The current version of the Jedli toolkit allows the user to undertake contextual searches in this way, although we are currentlyworkingonanenhanceddefinition of context that will allow the usertosearch for more complex contexts. In the Jedli toolkit,the results are not printed to the Python shell, but saveda sa n HTML file that we can then open with abrowser.Inthe HTML file, the search and triggerw ords are highlighted in different colors.
Conclusions
This article has introduced anumber of basic functions thatcan be developed in Python as buildingb locks for the implementation of af airlyc omplex context search function.These buildingblocks are also coreelements of the Jedli toolkit for the textual analysis of Arabic works.The reader of this article will now hopefullyu nderstand the Jedli toolkit code without graphical interfaces and be able to adapt it to theiro wn needsa nd contributet oi ts improvement.A lternatively, the reader could use these building blocks to develop their owncode for textual analysis.
 This is just an extended wayofmakingvariableassignments.For moreonvalue unpacking, see Lutz, Learning Python,  ff and  ff.
